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Douglas A. Van Mullem
An efficient method has been developed for obtaining a high-resolution temperature distribution of the transient heat conduction inside an arbitrary domain containing any number of anisotropic materials. The method combines an adaptive, unstructured, mesh generation technique and a finite-element analysis program for a multi-material thermal analysis. The technique allows easy generation of fine elements in a high-temperature gradient area and coarse elements in a low-temperature gradient area to enhance the quality of analysis results with minimum effort and cost. Continuity of finite-element mesh across the boundaries of multiple materials is precisely preserved. The thermal conduction inside an infinite cylinder and inside a two-layer slab is analyzed, and the results are compared to the exact solution to validate the solution procedure. Application of the method to investigate heat penetration in the Titan IV Solid Rocket Motor Upgrade nozzle flexseal of a multi-material structure is demonstrated. Extension of the method to calculate thermal response of a Star-37S nozzle/exit cone insulation and supporting structure with complicated, multiple charring materials is discussed.
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NOMENCLATURE

a = thermal diffusivity (in.²/sec)
b = constant
c = specific heat (Btu/lb-°F)
F₀ = Fourier number
H = heat transfer coefficient (Btu/in.²-°F-sec)
K = thermal conductivity (Btu/in.-°F-sec)
L = thickness (in.)
qᵥ = rate of local heat generation per unit volume (Btu/in.³·sec)
R = radial coordinate on boundary surface (in.)
r = radial coordinate (in.)
T = temperature (°F)
t = time (sec)
X = horizontal coordinate on boundary surface (in.)
ρ = density (lb/in.³)

Subscripts
1 = Layer 1 in Figure 6; Point 1 in Figure 9
2 = Layer 2 in Figure 6; Point 2 in Figure 9
a = aft ring
f = forward ring
i = initial condition
s = heated surface
1. INTRODUCTION

A severe thermal load is encountered during a liquid rocket engine or a solid rocket motor firing in space launch vehicle operation. Inside the solid rocket motor, for example, the temperature of the combustion products can reach above 5500°F, and the thermal protection system is and will remain an important area of vehicle design. Any weak spot in the thermal protection design could lead to overheating of the supporting structural members or critical motor components and, subsequently, potential catastrophic failure of an expensive and critically important mission. A typical example is overheating of the titanium Techroll housing and, subsequently, the burst of the pressurized, Kevlar-reinforced, rubber Techroll seal of the second-stage rocket motor for the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS), which was considered to be the most likely cause of in-flight loss of thrust vectoring capability during motor firing for the second IUS flight on 4 April 1983 (Ref. 1).

To thermal analysts, difficulties in modeling complicated geometry, imposing tedious boundary conditions, and interpreting massive analysis results for a multi-dimensional configuration are well known. References 1 and 2 present a procedure based on PATRAN (Ref. 3) and NASTRAN (Ref. 4) for a general three-dimensional (3-D) conduction analysis. The patch or hyper-patch method for grid generation in PATRAN provides a good way to generate the finite-element model of a single material but becomes very time-consuming if the domain of analysis involves irregular, multi-material structures. In addition, clustering of the computational mesh in a high-temperature gradient area cannot be achieved easily on PATRAN to preserve the continuity of mesh across material boundaries. Moreover, the NASTRAN thermal analysis of Ref. 4 is used mainly for a linear thermal analysis, which requires that the specific heat of the material and the convective heating rate at the boundary be constant in the analysis.

In this study, an efficient computational procedure is developed to provide timely analysis support of launch vehicle design, qualification, and flight hardware evaluation for the Air Force Space Systems Division (AFSSD). It includes a technique for generating an adaptive, unstructured grid for an arbitrary domain containing any number of materials in conjunction with a finite-element analysis program for nonlinear, anisotropic materials and time-dependent boundary conditions. The grid generation technique was developed originally in Refs. 5 through 7 and was extended and streamlined to the solution of axisymmetric flows inside solid rocket motors of arbitrary configuration with nonuniform inlet boundary conditions in Ref. 8. In this study, the technique is extended further to multi-material, grid generation for transient heat conduction. In practice, any sophisticated finite-element analysis program (including NASTRAN) will work well with the finite-element grid generated from the technique discussed here. The analysis program selected here is ABAQUS (Ref. 9), a commercial finite-element program suitable for analyzing linear and nonlinear problems with temperature-dependent material properties and time-dependent boundary conditions. An automated procedure is developed to perform a smooth transmission between finite-element grid generation and the analysis program for an efficient, high-resolution thermal analysis.

Because of its flexibility and versatility in treating complicated multi-material structures, the adaptive, unstructured, finite-element mesh generation method will be the main computational grid generation technique for transient heating analysis in the coming years. Similar
to those discussed in Ref. 8 for the flow analysis, the advantages of using the present method for the thermal analysis are as follows:

- Easy implementation of an exact design configuration
- Optimum use of computational resources
- High-resolution analysis results for minimum cost
- Elimination of elapsed time through an automated procedure
- Same procedure for any complicated configuration
- Same mesh generation program for different applications, e.g., flow and structural analyses
- Significant reduction in effort required for a high-resolution solution of transient heat transfer in a multi-material structure

In the following sections, the governing equation and solution procedure will be discussed. The temperature distributions inside an infinite cylinder and inside a two-layer slab are analyzed and compared to the exact solutions to validate the automated computational procedure and results of calculations. Further applications of the solution procedure to transient heat transfer analyses of the Titan IV Solid Rocket Motor Upgrade (SRMU) nozzle flexseal assembly and of the Star-37S nozzle/exit cone insulation and support structures with complicated multiple charring materials are presented.
2. GOVERNING EQUATION

The governing equation for the conduction of heat in solid is

\[ \rho_c \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (K \nabla T) + q_v \]

The numerical solution of the governing equation based on a Galerkin variational approach for spatial discretization, where the weighting function is the same as the shape function defining the finite-element approximation, and on a modified Newton method for time integration of a backward difference algorithm is discussed in Ref. 9. The thermal conductivity can be anisotropic, and material properties can be temperature dependent. The general time-dependent radiation and convection heat transfer can be specified on the boundary, and the latent heat effects at phase changes can be included in the analysis.
3. SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The unstructured, finite-element mesh for the thermal analysis can be generated from the program MESHRT, which is one of the modules in the LARC/NESS (Langley Adaptive Remeshing Code/ Navier-Stokes Solver) of Refs. 6 and 7. The MESHRT is based on the advancing front technique of Ref. 5 and was streamlined for rocket motor internal flow analysis in Ref. 8 and for multi-material, thermal analysis in this study. To simplify the numerical solution procedure and data transmission between the mesh generation program MESHRT and the finite-element analysis program ABAQUS, two auxiliary computer programs MHTOAB and ABTOMH are developed. The MHTOAB takes care of necessary modifications and rearrangement of the finite-element geometry file obtained from MESHRT and makes it compatible with ABAQUS. The ABTOMH processes the output file from ABAQUS and finds the correct boundary and nodal points sequencing for generating remesh on MESHRT.

Figure 1 shows the solution procedure used in the thermal analysis. For initial mesh generation, the only required information is the boundary geometry for each material (region) and the desired element size. The MESHRT produces the nodal points and element connectivity tables, which are stored for use by both MHTOAB and ABTOMH. The finite-element geometry model obtained from MESHRT then is processed by MHTOAB to remove the overlapping common nodal points on the boundary between different regions. On the common boundary between two regions, the nodal points in one region overlap the nodal points in another region. This will cause difficulty in ABAQUS analysis. Therefore, only one set of the nodal points on the common boundary which is considered in the analysis (active in the analysis) needs to be retained. The other set of the nodal points, which overlap the active nodal points on the same common boundary, is deleted. The element connectivity table is redefined to contain only the active nodal points on the common boundary between two regions. The material thermal properties and the boundary heating conditions then are specified for the analysis on ABAQUS. The output file containing the temperature distribution from the ABAQUS calculation can be post-processed for display or passed on to ABTOMH for creating a data file which is compatible with MESHRT for adaptive remeshing. The remeshing produces fine elements in high-temperature gradient areas and coarse elements in low-temperature gradient areas and is discussed in Ref. 5. The procedure has been fully automated and results in a very efficient way for a high-resolution, multi-material, thermal analysis. The following examples will illustrate the utilities of the solution procedure developed here.
Figure 1. Thermal Analysis Procedure
4. INFINITE CYLINDER

Let the initial temperature of an infinitely long circular cylinder be 0. At time $t > 0$, the temperature on the outside surface at radius $r = R$ suddenly is raised to and maintained at $T_s$. Transient heat penetration inside the infinite circular cylinder is to be found. For this simple heat conduction problem, the initial mesh, remesh with coarse elements, and remesh with fine elements are given in Fig. 2. The initial mesh has 162 elements and 100 nodal points. As mentioned previously, the only geometry inputs for the initial mesh generation are the coordinates of the cylindrical surface and the distribution of mesh size. Based on the computed results obtained on the initial mesh, two remeshes are generated, depending on the specified maximum and minimum element sizes. The remesh with coarse elements has 159 elements and 97 nodal points, and the remesh with fine elements has 517 elements and 290 nodal points. The calculation is carried out for a Fourier number $\phi = \frac{a_t}{R^2} = 0.005$. Here $a = \frac{K}{pc}$ is the thermal diffusivity and $t$ is time. The computed temperature contour from remesh with fine elements also is shown in Fig. 2 and is essentially the same as that from remesh with coarse elements. The temperature contour increment is $T/T_s = 0.1$.

The computed temperature distributions for all three meshes are given in Fig. 3. Shown in the same figure for comparison is the exact solution from Ref. 10. Remesh with coarse elements has fewer elements than those of initial mesh but provides essentially the same temperature distribution as that of the exact solution and of the remesh with fine elements. This indicates that proper distribution and concentration of fine elements in a high-temperature gradient area is more important than an increasing number of elements in the computational domain. The procedure for easy generation of the initial mesh and the remesh constitutes a very efficient way to conduct a thermal analysis. The remesh is particularly useful for a cost-effective, high-resolution thermal analysis.

Figure 4 shows the meshes and temperature contour for a Fourier number $\phi = 0.05$. This represents ten times longer heating of the infinite cylinder with the same geometric dimension and material thermal properties than that of the previous case. The initial mesh has 162 elements and 100 nodal points as before. The remesh with coarse elements has 260 elements and 156 nodal points, and the remesh with fine elements has 947 elements and 250 nodal points. The temperature contours for the remesh with fine elements shown in Fig. 4 has the increment of $T/T_s = 0.1$. The computed temperature distributions for all three meshes are given in Fig. 5. Shown in the same figure for comparison is the exact solution from Ref. 10. In this case, the temperature increase reaches to the center of the cylinder, and the initial mesh fails to provide good temperature distribution in the infinite cylinder. With a slight increase in the number of elements and a change in distribution of the finite elements, the remesh with coarse elements provides essentially the same temperature distribution as that of the exact solution and of the remesh with fine elements. It takes 1 sec, 2 sec, and 12 sec, respectively, on a Cray X-MP/18 supercomputer to generate initial mesh, remesh with coarse elements, and remesh with fine elements, respectively. The thermal analysis using ABAQUS with the same convergence criterion requires 18 sec, 29 sec, and 1 min 49 sec for the initial mesh, the remesh with coarse elements and the remesh with fine elements, respectively.
Figure 2. Meshes and Temperature Contour for Infinite Cylinder ($F_0 = 0.005$)

Figure 3. Temperature Distribution in Infinite Cylinder ($F_0 = 0.005$)
Figure 4. Meshes and Temperature Contour for Infinite Cylinder ($F_o = 0.050$)

Figure 5. Temperature Distribution in Infinite Cylinder ($F_o = 0.050$)
The procedure developed here automatically produces the output file format directly compatible with PATRAN (Ref. 3) neutral file, and the post-processing of the results of finite element analysis for unstructured mesh can be performed easily in PATRAN. Moreover, the concentric circles of temperature contour in Figs. 2 and 4 indicate that the same temperature distributions are obtained from this analysis at different meridional locations of the infinite cylinder.
5. TWO-LAYER SLAB

Let the initial temperature of a two-layer infinite slab be 0. At time \( t > 0 \), the temperature of the surface at Layer 1 follows a linear rise, \( T_s = b t \), where \( b \) is a constant and \( t \) is the time. The back face of Layer 2 is subject to a convective cooling with heat transfer coefficient \( H \) and ambient fluid temperature staying constant at 0. The thermal diffusivities and conductivities are \( a_1, K_1 \) for Layer 1 and \( a_2, K_2 \) for Layer 2, respectively. Transient heat penetration inside the two-layer slab is to be found. For this simple, multi-material, heat conduction problem, the initial mesh, remesh with coarse elements, and remesh with fine elements are given in Fig. 6. The initial mesh has 288 elements (144 elements for each layer). The only geometry inputs for the initial mesh generation are the coordinates of the material boundary for each slab and the required distribution of mesh size. Based on the computed results obtained on the initial mesh, two remeshes are generated, depending on the desired maximum and minimum element sizes. The remesh with coarse elements has 250 elements (194 elements for Layer 1 and 56 elements for Layer 2), and the remesh with fine elements has 451 elements (346 elements for Layer 1 and 105 elements for Layer 2). The number of common boundary nodal points between the layers is 10 for initial mesh, 9 for remesh with coarse elements, and 13 for remesh with fine elements, respectively. Note that continuity of the finite-element mesh across the material boundaries is preserved precisely for all of the three meshes. The advancing front method of grid generation (Ref. 5) does not produce a symmetric grid for the infinite slab, unless the boundary length can be exactly divided by the specified input element size. In practical applications, the element size can vary from very small to very large, and the unstructured grid generated from this method will automatically fill up an arbitrary computational region with or without symmetry plane. The calculation is carried out for a Fourier number \( = a_1 t/L^2 = 6.0 \) and the Biot number \( = H L/K_1 = 0.5 \). The material thermal properties are taken to be \( K_2/K_1 = 4 \) and \( a_2/a_1 = 3 \). The computed temperature contour from remesh with fine elements is also shown in Fig. 6 and is essentially the same as that from initial mesh and from remesh with coarse elements. The temperature contour increment is \( T/T_s = 0.02 \).

The computed temperature distributions for all of the three meshes are given in Fig. 7. The mesh clustered near the common boundary between the two layers is the result of a sudden change in temperature gradient at the common boundary (kink in the temperature profile of Fig. 7). Shown in the same figure for comparison is the exact solution from Ref. 11. For this problem with a moderate temperature gradient in the region of interest, the results of the calculations from all of the three meshes are essentially the same as those from the exact solution. The exact solution can be obtained only under the restricted conditions of constant material properties, linear temperature rise, and constant heat transfer film coefficient. The technique considered here, of course, can be applied to time-dependent boundary conditions (linear or nonlinear) and temperature-dependent material properties without any difficulty. Furthermore, the present method can be extended to find the thermal penetration inside an arbitrary 2-D/axisymmetric domain containing any number of materials to be discussed in the following two examples; whereas the exact solution is limited to the simple one-dimensional, two-layer slab illustrated here.
Figure 6. Meshes and Temperature Contour for NWo-Layer Slab

Figure 7. Temperature Distribution in Two-Layer Slab
6. TITAN IV SRMU NOZZLE FLEXSEAL

The Air Force Titan IV SRMU (Ref. 12), shown in Fig. 8, is being developed to launch large payloads. This is a 126-in. diameter, 112.4-ft long, three-segment motor with a graphite epoxy composite case (33,600 lb lighter than a steel case). The motor is loaded with 688,850 lb of hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) propellant (69% ammonium perchlorate + 19% aluminum + 12% binder) and weighs about 772,750 lb. The nozzle throat is made of graphite/phenoic, and the exit cone has a tape-wrapped carbon/phenolic forward insulator and silica/phenolic aft insulator. As shown in Fig. 8, the nozzle is supported by a flexseal assembly with a maximum 6° gimbal capability. The maximum mass flow rate is 5700 lb/sec which produces approximately 1.6 million lbf thrust for each SRMU during liftoff. The Titan IV with two SRMUs on each side of the core vehicle is designed to put a 41,000-lb nominal payload into low earth orbit.

The interest here is to apply the solution procedure developed in this study to evaluate the transient temperature distribution in the multi-material flexseal assembly. In the present analysis, the flexseal composite padding is considered as a single component made of silicone rubber, although a detailed flexseal composite padding with glass epoxy shims, silicone rubber pads, and carbon/phenolic tips can be included in a more elaborate study. The exact geometry of the forward and aft support steel rings, obtained directly from a design data disk, is incorporated in the analysis. For the thermal analysis illustrated here, a rubber ablation temperature of $T_s = 1500^\circ F$ (Ref. 13) is imposed on the rubber heated surface. All the other boundary surfaces are adiabatic. The initial temperature of the nozzle is set at $T_i = 40^\circ F$.

Figure 9 shows the meshes and the computed temperature contours at the end of 160-sec firing for the three-material flexseal structure. The contour increment is 100°F. Based on the computed results from the initial mesh, the remesh is generated, and the corresponding, high-resolution, temperature contours are shown in the same figure. There are 1453 elements, 818 nodal points, and 181 boundary points in the initial mesh; and there are 1419 elements, 770 nodal points, and 119 boundary points in the remesh. The solution procedure outlined in this study allows the continuity of finite-element mesh across the boundaries between the silicone rubber pad and the steel rings to be precisely preserved. It takes 16 sec and 56 sec, respectively, on a Cray X-MP/18 supercomputer for initial mesh generation and for remeshing. The thermal analysis using ABAQUS requires 3 min, 43 sec of computation time. The detailed temperature contours in the forward ring corner for the initial mesh and for the remesh are given in the enlarged view of Fig. 10. Figure 11 compares the temperature distributions at the forward ring bondline for the initial mesh and for the remesh at 160 sec. The detailed temperature contours in the aft steel ring corner for the initial mesh and for the remesh are given in the enlarged view of Fig. 12. Figure 13 compares the temperature distributions at the aft ring bondline for the initial mesh and for the remesh at 160 sec. Since measured temperature data are not available in this area, it is difficult to say how much improvement in solution accuracy is caused by mesh adaptivity. The temperature contours associated with the remesh are smoother than those with the initial mesh indicating that an improved temperature distribution can be obtained without using very fine elements throughout the computational domain.
Figure 8. Titan IV SRMU Motor Assembly

Figure 9. Titan IV SRMU Flexseal Assembly
Figure 10. Titan IV SRMU Flexseal Forward Ring Corner

Figure 11. SRMU Flexseal Forward Ring Bondline Temperature
Figure 12. Titan IV SRMU Flexseal Aft Ring Corner

Figure 13. SRMU Flexseal Aft Ring Bondline Temperature
The example here serves to illustrate the effectiveness of the solution procedure for a high-resolution, thermal analysis involving multiple materials with drastically different thermal properties. In a more elaborate study, the detailed flexseal padding including the glass epoxy shims, silicone rubber pads, and carbon/phenolic tips needs to be modeled, and the recession of the heated rubber surface needs to be considered.
The Star-37S motor (Ref. 14) shown in Fig. 14 is utilized as an upper-stage motor for the AFSSD Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) to provide the impulse to propel a spacecraft from low earth orbit to a circular, sun-synchronous orbit. The motor has propellant loading up to 1450 lb. The motor case is made of titanium and is internally insulated with asbestos-filled polyisoprene rubber. The deeply submerged nozzle/exit cone is made of graph-I-Tite G-90 throat and of asbestos/phenolic and carbon/phenolic insulators reinforced by a glass/phenolic support member. On 1 December 1990, the DMSP F-10 space launch vehicle failed to deliver the payload to the correct orbit, because of an early thrust termination of the Star-37S Apogee Kick Motor. The telemetry data and various subsequent analysis results indicated that the most likely cause of the F-10 flight anomaly was the nozzle/exit cone failure during motor firing. Flow and thermal analyses were carried out to support a detailed analysis evaluation of the Star-37S nozzle/exit cone thermostructural integrity and are presented in Ref. 15.

Figure 14. Star-37S Motor Assembly

On the major portion of the Star-37S nozzle/exit cone, the one-dimensional charring and material ablation (CMA) (Ref. 16) program is suitable for an indepth thermal study, because of a much higher thermal gradient normal to, than that parallel to, the heated surface for the insulation materials of low thermal conductivity. In the titanium flange area shown in Fig. 14, however, the multi-dimensional effect prevails. The existing 2-D/axisymmetric CMA analysis program of Ref. 17 is a finite-difference program, which has limited geometry modeling capability and is not suitable for the highly submerged nozzle/exit cone configuration found
in the Star-37S motor, although it was successfully used in Ref. 18 for the IUS motor thermal analysis. The solution procedure developed in this study is used to obtain transient temperature distribution in the multi-dimensional, titanium flange area involving very complicated multi-material structure. No operational finite-element program is available in industry at the present time for a general, multi-dimensional CMA study. A pseudo-charring analysis with modified material properties to account for insulation material charring, similar to that given in Ref. 19, is utilized. The time-dependent temperature history on the heated surface boundary for the multi-dimensional analysis is carried over from the results of the one-dimensional CMA calculation of Ref. 15.

Seven materials are involved in the titanium flange area, and each material is considered a separate region. Figure 15 shows the boundary coordinates of each region, which are the only information required for the initial mesh generation, in addition to the desired distribution of mesh size. It would be a very labor-intensive and time-consuming process to generate a computational mesh for this seven-material structure from other methods of approach, when the exact geometry is to be considered. No difficulty is encountered from the present technique, and the initial mesh for the seven-material structure in the titanium flange area is shown in Fig. 16. Based on the temperature distribution from the initial mesh, the remesh and the temperature contours at the end of a 42-sec burn also are given in the same figure. There are 1084 elements, 643 nodal points, and 200 boundary points in the initial mesh and 964 elements, 561 nodal points, and 156 boundary points in the remesh. The increment for the temperature contour is 300°F. Similar to what has been discussed previously, the remeshing process can be continued to obtain a temperature distribution of a very high degree of accuracy. The initial mesh generation takes only 9 sec, the remeshing takes 59 sec, and the thermal analysis using ABAQUS requires 18 min on a Cray X-MP/18 supercomputer.

This example demonstrates that the tedious and time-consuming mesh generation for a complicated, multi-material structure can be made simple through the use of an adaptive, unstructured, finite-element mesh generation method. Because of its capability and flexibility to produce computational mesh efficiently for an arbitrary domain, the adaptive, unstructured, finite-element mesh generation is especially suitable for the problem involving a receding boundary as that demonstrated in Ref. 8 for the flow analysis and can be refined further to analyze the thermal problem involving moving boundaries. The solution procedure discussed in this study is equally applicable to a structural stress analysis.
Figure 15. Boundary Coordinates for Materials in Titanium Flange Area
Figure 16. Meshes and Temperature Contour in Titanium Flange Area
8. CONCLUSIONS

The solution procedure developed and the examples presented in this study illustrate that the adaptive, unstructured, finite-element method provides an efficient way for obtaining high-resolution, temperature distribution in an arbitrary, 2-D/axisymmetric, multi-material domain. Application of the method to a 3-D, high-resolution, multi-material, thermal analysis is a subject of follow-on study. Further consideration of multi-dimensional charring and material ablation in the finite-element analysis will greatly enhance the current capability of assessing the thermostructural margin of safety of a rocket nozzle/exit cone.
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